Differential topographic pattern of EEG coherence between simultaneous and successive coding tasks.
The concept of two types of information coding, simultaneous and successive processing, is now well supported by extensive studies with factor analysis. However, few EEG evidence on processing types have been reported. In the present study we investigated whether varying demands on simultaneous or successive processing are reflected by different pattern of EEG coherence change from the passive condition to the active condition. We computed EEG coherence during simultaneous and successive processing tasks in both passive and active conditions. Under the passive condition, participants were just to perceive the presented stimuli. In the active condition, participants were required to remember the presented stimuli and then reproduce or recognize the remembered stimuli. Our result revealed the different topographic patterns of coherence change from the passive to the active condition between the simultaneous and the successive task. In the successive processing task, bilateral frontal-left temporal coherence in beta showed a significant decrease during the active condition, supporting Luria's model of the two information coding types. The condition effect of coherence in the simultaneous processing task was rather unclear. Our data also indicated that more task related cognitive processes, rather than the task-independent processes such as attentional demand, were reflected in EEG coherence of higher frequency bands. The different EEG coherence patterns seen in the simultaneous and successive tasks suggested the first step evidence that EEG coherence pattern may differentiate two distinctive types of information coding.